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Many of us are unlocking our arty sides for
relaxation - through colouring and drawing - and
illustrator Gillian Johnson is here to teach you how
to let your inner artist out to play. Whether you’re
nine or ninety-nine, her warm-up exercises and easy
projects will enable you to put down that digital
device and pick up some paper. She’ll start you
sketching, and you’ll learn new and satisfying skills
along the way.
Gillian has suffered from drawer’s block and these
are the tips she used to rediscover the joy of
drawing, turning off the voices that said her work
‘wouldn’t be good enough’. In these pages even the
absolute beginner has the freedom to create.
Don’t understand perspective? Shaky on your
shading? Never really managed people at school?
Don’t worry, Gillian’s sound advice and fun,
unintimidating practice suggestions will have
drawing like a master in no time, producing work
you’re proud of. And anyone - honestly, anyone can do it!
Includes:
Let’s Get Scribbling • Drawing Exercises • The
Visual Workout • Draw a House • Finger Painting •
Splodges • Easy Perspective • Light and Dark, Form
and Shadow • Drawing People & Faces • Animals •
How to Draw the Things You Can’t Draw •
Monsters • Dress These Folks • Flowers and Friends

Media Opportunities
• Serial and extract rights available - run a series of
extracts so readers can learn to draw everything!
• Gillian is available for interview
• Author articles about the benefits of drawing and
recovering from ‘illustrator’s block’
• Author speaking engagements, workshops

